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Climate Change: An Urgent Challenge

Even 2°C 
requires 
net zero 
by 2055

IPCC SR15 SPM.1

Maintaining 
1.5°C requires 

net zero
by 2040

1.5°C of warming 
could occur between 

2030 and 2052
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With large implications 
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McKinsey Global Institute 2020



Daily news



Forests and Climate Change

Forests today store 2x the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, 
or roughly 6x the amount of carbon dioxide that human activity has 
added to the atmosphere.
A successful forest based climate strategy would require avoiding losses 
of forests, storing more carbon in living forests, and sequestering carbon 
in long-lived wood products.
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Improve forest management

Expected emissions 
without policy

Store C in wood
buildings

End forest 
conversion

Current emissions

Avoid emissions from 

concrete and steel

Potential reduction 
via forest and wood 
products systems 
approach

Original art,  modified from a diagram in 
Diffenbaugh et al 2011



Part 1: End Forest Conversion

Video still from NY Times: 
https://www.nytimes.com/video/world/americas/1000000067
21982/amazon-rainforest-fires-burning.html

Whether for agriculture in the Amazon or for 

suburban homes and solar panels in New England 

deforestation releases carbon already stored and 

eliminates future potential to store more 
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Part 2: Manage Forests Better
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Understocked forests= tremendous carbon storage opportunity 

Map courtesy of 
Harvard Forest



Part 3: Build Wood Buildings

“The Metro Mayors 

Coalition will need to add 

185,000 housing units 

from 2015 – 2030 in 

order to meet demand 

and reduce – or at least 

stabilize -- housing 

costs.”
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Part 3: Build Wood Buildings

ü Lower emissions

Courtesy of John Horner/RISD 15



Part 3: Build Wood Buildings

ü Lower emissions
ü Sequestration in 

the building

Photo courtesy 
of UBC

Source Sink
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Part 3: Build Wood Buildings

ü Lower emissions
ü Sequestration in 

the building
ü Different pattern of 

development

Courtesy of John Horner/RISD
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Forests themselves under pressure

Brodribb et al 2020



Implications

McDowell et al 2020



Response

“Prestore” forests by selecting for species with high survival rates under 
expected climate extremes
Active management can help with such selection
Build markets for high-carbon storage, high productivity forests
Create understanding of the linkages of well-managed forests to high-
quality, affordably priced urban housing and commercial spaces



A Systemic Solution in Action
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We support using New England’s forests and building with wood to fight climate 
change. Please count on us to be part of a community of interest—from our 
forests to our cities—that is committed to maximizing the climate benefits of 

forests and wood construction. We pledge to support sustainable mass timber 
as a climate solution because it is a win for the forest, a win for the rural 

economy, a win for urban quality of life, and a win for the planet’s health.

www.ForesttoCities.org

Forest-to-Cities Climate Challenge



ü Achieve a significant climate mitigation wedge

ü Improve forest productivity and help climate adaptation

ü Forest products at the center of climate-driven development

ü Support forest-based jobs in rural communities

ü More housing, with more affordable pricing

ü Improve mobility and reduce future sprawl

ü Maintain wildlife habitat, clean air, clean water
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This concludes The American Institute 
of Architects Continuing Education 
Systems Course

QUESTIONS?

Frank Lowenstein

New England Forestry Foundation

flowenstein@newenglandforestry.org


